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Anthenea, a floating oasis for a night … or forever!
An unforgettable summer rental in a luxuriously
fully-equipped floating pod.
For the very first time, Anthenea opens its doors to intrepid travellers looking for an unusual
experience during the summer. Nestled in the cerulean waters of the Côte de Granite Rose,
Britanny’s Pink Granit Coast, this circular island-cum-boat will afford you an escapade to
remember.
At a time when more and more of us seek destinations that are closely and more intimately tied
to nature and the elements, Anthenea offers an exceptionally immersive experience for an
unforgettable 24-hours.
In harmony with its setting, this getaway will charm you with water lapping against its stable hull,
birdsong in the morning, and the breeze-tinged silence of spectacular surrounding nature.
The 360° observatory allows for an extravaganza of changing natural daily harmonies, and a
mesmerising view of schools of fish moving gracefully beneath your eyes through the glass
panelled bottom. Awesome visuals guaranteed…

With its outward-facing alcove, Anthenea’s sun-propelled system and 360° solarium is ideal for
sun-bathing, al fresco dinners or brunches. Enjoy either intimate softly-lit duos or larger
receptions between friends. Indeed, it seats twelve comfortably.
The panoramic views can be oriented in function with the breeze, allowing for unparalleled
marine vistas.

A veritable ‘bubble’ of liberty on the water.
A movable ‘forever’ island

If this escapade inspires you to make it permanent, Anthenea is an accessible dream for you.
We can discuss with you a personalised island-pod of your own.
100% French-designed and manufactured, the island-pod is eco-friendly and fully autonomous.
Anthenea is committed to sustainable real-estate, and is an answer to the rise in sea levels, and
over-urbanisation.
The 540 square foot (50m2) circular habitacle is designed to follow the sun with the dome’s five
automatically rotating solar panels. There are two optional silently propelled electric pods.
It is exceptionally autonomous. Its range is from three days to, well, limitless, depending on the
options selected.

Re-connecting with nature is our motto. To this end a central well is designed so as to resemble
a marine shell. This ensures a completely natural air flow cooling system. It also allows for direct
deep-sea diving.
An ode to natural elements, Anthenea exclusively uses eco-friendly designed furnishings. The
thin specially created concrete layers are reminiscent of coral. All the style and design choices
are totally corrosion resistant.
From the circular XL-sized bed in the master bedroom to the relaxation deck, which includes
the seating area and the 360° deep-sea observatory, the sea-water or soft-water tubs, to the
panoramic kitchen, every detail has been elaborated to link outside to inside. Special kudos
to the rooftop solarium attainable by the circular staircase made of Breton chestnut…

Exit run-of-the-mill traditional furnishings. Because Anthenea has been certified as sea-worthy,
sail along the seascape in slow discovery mode and drop anchor where your heart desires.
No particular navigational skills or licenses are required.
Because Anthenea was conceived by true sea-faring aficionados, its design is technologically
sound, robust, and durably adapted to marine standards. All without any need for stilts or piles.
It is a totally new concept in marine dwellings. Moreover, Anthenea respects the fragile seabed and leaves no trace of its passage. Its eco-responsible design allows for zero pollution,
zero construction impact in the shipyard where it is manufactured and … zero noise.

Price: Fully furnished,
fitted and operational
50m2 (540 squarefoot) model 299,000€ before tax.
Customized modular
versions available.
Construction delay,
6 months.
Contact:
mc@anthenea.fr /
yannick@anthenea.fr
www.anthenea.fr

